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“‘I love the fact that I get to spend several hours a week jumping off a dilapidated bike with girls from several different dorms and know-
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ing if I fall they’ll run to my rescue and pick me back up.’“ Annessa Mosier, Life & Times
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STUDENT FILMS NOMINATED
FOR REGIONAL AWARDS
“The Ghost of Grandma Doris” by
Dave Baker, Brent Clouse, Stephen Dorman, Alyssa Keeling and
Jamison MacKillop and “Of Another
Time: The Passion of Living History
Reenactors” by Nicole Klotz, Chase
Moore and Eric Nystrom are two of
the four films nominated for student
Emmy Awards.
FREE COMMUNITY PICNIC
Everyone is invited to a free community picnic hosted by Taylor World
Outreach at Upland Park on Washington Street on Tues., May 1, from
5:30 - 7 p.m.
The rain location is Eastbrook
South School. Attendees will enjoy
food and games, and all donations
benefit the Upland Lion’s Club Backpack Program.
TAYLATHON RAINDATE
Taylathon will move to May 5 in the
case of rain.
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Life & Times
A building across the bridge in downtown Upland is the proposed site of a new coffee shop and bakery expected to open fall 2012.

where taylor stops and upland begins
A new coffee shop and bakery
is in the works to be opened
n ews co - editor
across the bridge in downtown
Upland this Sept. 1 by seniors Keith Cocking and Patrick
Sells.
Cocking and Sells hope to renovate a building for their
cafe called Monticello’s or “Monti’s,” that will bring Taylor students and Upland residents onto common territory.
This business has been in the works for two years,
according to Sells, who will act as the owner/investor
and Cocking as the owner/operator, but plans are still
in progress.
“A lot of it is still in the planning stages, but I think
that the vision is what excites me about it,” Cocking
said. “When Patrick first approached me about it, that
was what I caught on to. Patrick has a vision that I
shared — to be able to repurpose and re-beautify some
parts of Upland. Then, within that, to be able to create
. . . a central meeting place [for community members].”
Sells owns two other business, Rush Lock and Key, an
overseas vehicle locks and keys purchasing firm, and
Foundry 59, a business marketing firm. Foundry 59 will
finance Monti’s until it becomes profitable.
Sells hired Taylor students and Taylor alumni for his
first two businesses, using the businesses as opportunities for Taylor-affiliated people.
“Part of what I’m wanting to build towards is a model
where you have a successful, profitable business, with
professionals who work in it and run it, but then working very closely to bring in Taylor students . . . for real
work experience, and then to foster entrepreneurship,”
Sells said.

kyla martin

Although this third business will continue to employ
Taylor students and alumni, it will also direct its focus
to the other side of the bridge.
“I want to be able to create jobs, also, for locals,” Sells
said. “I don’t care if you’re a Taylor alumn or if you’re
from Upland. I want to help anyone who is a talented
individual to stay in the area.”
For the first few months, Cocking predicts they will not
have the funds to hire anyone, so he might be serving
Upland residents their first drinks at Monti’s.
Women in the local community have already volunteered to bake goods. They also hope to serve breakfast.
“The aim will first and foremost be to focus on the community,” Cocking said. “I don’t think that either Patrick
or I want to create another Taylor gathering ground,
whether it’s needed or not. I think the focus will be to
create a community-based coffee shop/bakery . . . in the
hope that Taylor students will still come to that and have
an opportunity to interact with community members.”
Cocking and Sells are both “townies,” broadening their
perspectives of the area. Cocking worked in the dining
commons before attending Taylor where he received “a
pretty bad impression” of the Taylor community.
“I think, for a lot of people, it’s those kind of things . . .
that may not be, realistically, a representation of all of
Taylor or all of Taylor students, but that’s what sticks
in their minds,” Cocking said. “I think that that’s some
of what perpetuates the animosity that can be there or
the distaste for the way Taylor students act, but I do
think there’s a growing sentiment of the need for Taylor
Continued on page 2

more shopping

“A lot of cities are judged by the
franchises that they have, so anytime you have national retailers in
your community, people think differently about you, and in a more
positive light,” said Marion Mayor
Wayne Seybold. “In a time when a
lot of people are talking about the
economy being down and so forth,
it shows that there is still a lot of
growth going on in our area.”
The city of Marion is trying to
entice hometown consumers to shop
in Marion more than they have in
the past.
“There’s currently retail dollars
that residents are traveling outside
the community to spend, so this will
keep those dollars within the community,” said Tim Eckerle of the Grant
County Economic Growth Council.
Eckerle says that getting these
companies to come to Marion
required the city to create an economy
that can support them. Employees of
these stores will need housing. To
meet this need, Marion has worked
with Indiana Wesleyan to build up
continued on page 2

U P D AT E

When architect Sam Jones
of the Troyer
Group inspected the football field house
on March 1, he noticed the need for
enclosed staircases from the second and
third floors, as well as the installation of
smoke and carbon detectors, according to
Vice President for Business Administration Ron Sutherland. These changes are
expected to bring the building up to code
by fall 2012.
“It’s something we’re committed to
working our way through,” Sutherland
said.
The structure was last inspected in
2003, but the addition of a third floor
with eight faculty desks in the mid-1990s
necessitates a second enclosed exit from
the third floor.
There are already two exits on the
second floor, but one of those exits leads
onto a raised deck. Jones said the deck
must also have an enclosed exit.
Costs and ramifications are yet to be
determined, according to Sutherland.
“It’s unfortunate it was missed in the
original review,” Sutherland said. “We’re
glad to know about it now, and we’ll get
it taken care of.”

kara hackett

n ews co - editor

The
War
Is over

in marion

According
wes young
to retailco n tributor
trafficmag.
com, REDICO and JB Donaldson
Co. are set to begin building Phase
III of University Marketplace in
Marion, which will include TJ Maxx,
PetSmart and Hobby Lobby. These
stores will join Kohl’s and Meijer
near 38th Street and S. Western
Avenue. The new stores will open
this fall.
“When we first looked at the site,
it was clear that Marion had historically been underserved from a
retail perspective,” said Development
Partner Brad Klintworth in a statement. “The city has worked aggressively with University Marketplace
to develop concrete opportunities for
job and investment growth, with a
solid base of strengthening buying
power.”
University Marketplace is a 160acre, mixed-purpose development,
combining retail and housing, according to grantcounty.com. The site is in
its third phase of building projects.
Phases I and II were the building of
Meijer’s and Kohl’s, respectively.

field house

Blackboard buys moodlerooms
When it
comes to
which learning management system (LMS) is
best for Taylor, decoding the debate
is almost as difficult as encoding the
software.
Some say Moodle is more aesthetically pleasing. Others say Blackboard
has more features.
Somes say Moodle is easier to navigate. Others say Blackboard is familiar to faculty.
Some say Moodle is cheaper. Others
say Blackboard is worth the price.
But on March 26, a new twist
changed the old argument. Blackboard
bought Moodlerooms, a Baltimorebased company that helps implement
Moodle in the education industry.
“It was a shock,” said Director of
Academic Technology Gary Friesen.
“But it makes sense considering Blackboard is trying to make inroads into
the open-source communities and
schools that use open-source. This
whole LMS market is still shaking
out right now.”
Along with Moodlerooms, Black-

kara hackett

n ews co - editor

board bought NetSpot, “Australia’s
enterprise-class Moodle partner,”
according to NetSpot.com.
Yet both companies will continue
operating independently, Moodlerooms.com says.
“The decision of Moodlerooms and
NetSpot to work under Blackboard
may sound very strange at first to anyone in this industry, but it’s my understanding that these three companies
have some good plans and synergies,”
said Founder of Moodle and Managing
Director of Moodle Pty Ltd. Martin
Dougiamas on Moodlerooms.com.
Among students and faculty, the
news remains divisive.
“I was very sad to hear a quality
producer has been bought out by a
more corporate giant,” said sophomore
Chandler Birch, whose November
2010 COS 104 music video with junior
Josh Stephens and junior David Perkins launched 18 months of campuswide discussion about the possibility
of Taylor switching from Blackboard
to Moodle.

Heritage Weekend Schedule
The Heritage Of Missions

Friday, April 27 - Grandparents Day

April 27-28, 2012

Saturday, April 28

continued on Page 2
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Top 5 News Events of the Week
First criminal charges filed
in BP oil spill
(cnn.com)

ACLU: Three Indiana girls
expelled over Facebook jokes
(journalgazette.net)

Buyers of US beef keep importing
after mad cow case
(chicagotribune.com)

Marines moving women toward
the front lines

higher costs for
h i gh e r e d u c atio n
If you are the recipient of a federal student loan, then your interest rates may
staff writer
double as of July 2012.
College students are in danger of seeing a drastic increase to
the amount they must pay for college loans, according to representatives of the Obama administration. To solve the problem,
the President is calling on the federal government to bring about
legislation that will prevent this hike in college costs.
“If Congress does not act, interest rates will double,” President
Obama said in an April 24 press conference. “We can’t cut our way
to prosperity. Congress needs to keep rates from doubling, and
they need to do it now.”
The Obama administration believes that accessibility to higher
education is an essential part of building a strong future for the
U.S. business market.
“People who get a college education earn twice the amount of
those who don’t,” said Assistant to the President and Director of
the White House Domestic Policy Council Cecilia Muñoz during
Tuesday’s press conference. “The best way to grow the economy
is to make sure that the college loan interest rate doesn’t double.”
Interest rates on student loans have been kept from doubling
due to legislation passed in 2007. On July 1, that legislation will
expire, allowing rates to increase.

kari travis

Muñoz said the Obama administration is responding to the
future cost crisis by raising awareness for the issue. According to
Muñoz, since the beginning of Obama’s term, the administration
has been proactive in attempts to make education more affordable
for middle and lower class citizens.
“It is a real concern that the average student graduates with a
debt of $25,000,”Muñoz said. “Nobody should have to worry that
a college education is out of reach.”
Students across the nation expressed concern that any legislation Congress may pass to resolve this issue will only be temporary,
and that not only student loan rates, but college costs as well, will
continue to skyrocket.
The Obama Administration responded that it has been working
with state lawmakers and college and university administrators to find a long-term solution to the ever-rising cost of higher
education.
Student journalists questioned Obama’s ability to bring a solution to the issue, but Muñoz said the administration believes loan
rates can be prevented from increasing.
“This requires legislative authority to keep the rates low,” Muñoz
concluded. “We will continue to press until we get it done.”
For more information on the Obama Administration’s efforts,
visit Facebook, Twitter or Google+ and search #Don’tDoubleMyRate.

(nytimes.com)

(latimes.com)

Friday
La d ysi g nments rumma g e sa l e

Grant County 4-H Fairgrounds
1403 E. State Road 18
Marion, IN 46952
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

G a s Ci ty I-69 S p eed way Ra ces

Gas City I-69 Speedway
5871 E 500 S
Gas City, IN 46933
7:30 p.m. - 11 p.m.

G ra nd pa rents D ay Con c ert

Rediger Auditorium
4 p.m.

saturday
La d ysi g nments Rumma g e S al e

Grant County 4-H Fairgrounds
1403 E. State Road 18
Marion, IN 46952
8 a.m. - 4 p.m.

Ac t:s R umma g e sa le

rate from the community.”
The Jumping Bean, Payne’s and Starbucks serve students and community
members similar products to what Monticello’s plans to sell, giving another option
for those in need of a caffeine fix or afterdinner snack.
“[The Jumping Bean is] not trying to

compete with outside businesses,” said
Bergwall Hall Director and Jumping Bean
owner Jake Drake. “We’re trying to provide
good services to people on campus. Our
big demographic is people who are here
on campus, who don’t have the time to
race off.”
A Starbucks employee commented that
they receive a lot of their business from
people on the interstate, but business is

noticeably lower when school is on break.
“I think it will be a very welcomed business,” said Lynda Swantner, the assistant
visit coordinator at Taylor and secretary
to the board of the Upland Chamber of
Commerce. “At the moment, we don’t have
anything quite like that. I think the bakery would be wonderful. It’s just something
different and exciting. I think, I hope, the
community will support it.”

Odle Lobby
10 a.m. - 4 p.m.

the housing
market. The
city has also created jobs by bringing in
Dollar General and Wal-Mart. Employees
of these companies then become consumers
who have the money to buy the new stores’
products.
“We are trying to find ways for people
to keep local money intact and to bring
in funds from surrounding areas,” said
Marion Director of Development Services
Darren Reese. “So we think that’s going to

benefit restaurants. It’s going to benefit
gas stations. It’s going to give people a better idea of what it’s like to live here.”
Taylor students have expressed excitement about the new mall. Some specifically showed interest in TJ Maxx. The
store advertises itself on its website as
a distributor of affordable designer and
name-brand clothing. Sophomore Aaron
Gale said he would frequent TJ Maxx.
“TJ Maxx has a lot of sweet name-brand
stuff,” Gale said.

Taylor women showed excitement over
Hobby Lobby. A group of elementary education majors, in particular, said having
Hobby Lobby nearby would be helpful.
However, Head Tennis Coach Don Taylor didn’t think the new stores in Marion
would change the way he shops. He says
the new stores wouldn’t be a big enough
draw to change his shopping patterns.
Reese believes the new franchises will
best appeal to Indiana residents who are
within a 30-45 minute drive of Marion.

Rediger Auditorium
7:30 p.m.

The video, which
is now “‘Moodle’
Official Music Video,” was posted on YouTube, where it became an instant sensation
and gained the attention of Moodlerooms
CEOs, who offered Taylor CIO Rob Linehan two years of free hosting if Taylor
switched to Moodle. Moodlerooms also
offered to help convert Taylor’s current
Blackboard courses to Moodle, according
to Friesen.
“The two years of free hosting was factored into the CIO’s cost analysis, which
showed that a switch to Moodle would
initially cost Taylor more money, but after
a three-to-five-year break-even point
(depending on different scenarios), a Moodle conversion would end up saving the
university money,” Friesen said.
Blackboard costs about $75,000 each
year. Moodleroom’s hosting service costs
approximately $20,000 each year, but
Blackboard proponents argue maintaining
Moodle would also require extra employees.
In fall 2011, a new group, sophomore
Pat Macnider, sophomore Laura Moore
and senior Maggie Beukema, made the
COS 104 video, “Blackboard’s Revenge,”
depicting a standoff between Blackboard
and Moodle with special appearances by
Stephens and Perkins.
“In all honesty, I do like Blackboard better,” Moore said. “From using Moodle, I
didn’t really see a major difference in my
interactions with professors, finding homework and viewing grades.”
This year, eight professors in departments ranging from biology to Christian
education tested Moodle in their fall
semester courses, and on Feb. 9, faculty
voted on which LMS system the university
should use, but there was a mistake in the
voting process.
“We said abstaining was a vote for
Blackboard, and it should have been that
abstaining is a vote for neither,” Associate Professor of Computer Science Dr. Jeff
Cramer said.
In the end, Blackboard beat Moodle by
one vote. According to Friesen, 90 percent
of faculty are currently using Blackboard,
but 30 to 40 percent are “not using Blackboard very well.” Friesen says these statistics are good reasons to continue perfecting
Blackboard’s use on campus.

Regardless, Blackboard and Moodle
fans agree new open-source software will
eventually replace both systems. Cramer
is interested in a new open LMS called
Canvas that offers faster grading along
with email, Facebook and text notifications.
And next time around, students want a
say in the debate.
“To simply take into account what the

professors like to use is ignoring the needs
of the student body,” Moore said. “On
something that involves grades and communication purposes between two parties,
both parties’ opinions should be taken into
account.”
“Not every teacher here on campus uses
Blackboard,” Macnider said. “The students
are the main consumers.”

Where Continued

to not feel like
they’re sepa-

Shopping Continued

War Continued

Supreme Court skeptical of
striking down Arizona
immigration law

I CC Taylathon

Campus course
11 a.m.

S r. R ec i ta l s, Autumn Da lton, p i a no &
M atthew Juerg enmei er, ba ri tone

Recital Hall
1 p.m.

Chora le & Taylor Sound s Concert

SUnday
S r. R ec i ta l , Ju l i e Loo c k, p i a no, wi th
Jr. Jenna Cla rk, Mez z o

Recital Hall
3 p.m.

Monday
c ha p e l — Pa stor Ra nd all Gruend yke

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

S tud ent P oster S essi on

KSAC
4 p.m.

Li g hthouse I nfo Meeti ng

MMVA 002
9 p.m.

tuesday
C Ommuni ty p i cni c

Local park TBA
6 p.m.

wednesday
c ha p e l — RI C HARD SEAMAN L EC TURE

Dr. Bill Gaither, Anderson, IN, & Mr. Leland Boren, Upland, IN
Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

thursday
Friday
c ha p e l — Ang e l a Ang e l ovska ,
Wa shi ng ton, D.C.

Rediger Auditorium
10 a.m.

Department Announcements
representing all departments on a weekly basis
Want to tell students about your
department’s achievements and
upcoming events?

E-mail News at
taylor.theecho.news@gmail.com
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Fight
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The South Sudan president cut his visit to China short Wednesday due to the
increasing likelihood of war at home, even as violence lulled on the Sudan-South
Sudan border.
President Salva Kiir visited China to lobby for economic and diplomatic support. China is a
traditional ally of Sudan and is likely to push for an end to hostilities because, according to BBC, “It
is the major buyer of oil from both countries.”
Relations between Sudan and South Sudan have been tense since South Sudan seceded from
Sudan last July. South Sudan, governed by the Sudan People’s Liberation Movement (SPLM), took
most of Sudan’s oil reserves when it seceded but continued relying on Sudan’s pipelines to seaports
for exportation.
In January, South Sudan stopped oil production after Khartoum, Sudan, while responding to a
transit fees dispute, impounded South Sudanese oil shipments.
Oil is the “economic lifeline for both countries,” according to China’s foreign ministry spokesman,
Liu Weimin, and it provides roughly 98 percent of South Sudan’s government revenue.
Since South Sudan’s halt on production, the disputed border between the two countries has seen
sporadic fighting. Recently, the conflict centered around the oil field and border town of Heglig, which
South Sudanese soldiers fought over for 10 days before beginning to leave on Friday.
Their withdrawal, according to Al Arabiya News, brought celebration to Khartoum, but it remains
unclear whether they left by force or choice.
“The president of the SPLM said they withdrew from Heglig,” said Sudanese President Omar
Hassan al-Bashir. “There was no withdrawal. We went into Heglig after we beat them, and we went
in by force. Even now, they are running.”
Bashir is unwilling to talk with South Sudan.
“We will not negotiate with the South’s government, because they don’t understand anything but
the language of the gun and ammunition,” he told his troops in Heglig.
Sudan’s U.N. ambassador, Daffa-All Elhag Ali Osman, accused the south of aggression and said
Sudan has the right to defend itself.
“We will not cross the international border and attack the South . . . inside their territories,” he said.
On Monday night, Sudanese warplanes dropped eight bombs on South Sudan after bombing near
the South Sudanese town of Bentiu during the day. BBC reported South Sudan’s deputy head of
intelligence, Mac Paul, called the bombing a “provocation” and a “declaration of war.” According to
BBC, more than 75 civilians of Bentiu have been killed in air raids since the beginning of March.
South Sudan has begun building up troops near the border.
The Sudanese parliament has imposed a ban on shipping to South Sudan, according to Fox News,
and MSNBC reported that Bashir said, “He would never allow South Sudanese oil to pass through
Sudan ‘even if they give us half the proceeds.’”
China, whose energy needs give it a vested interest in both nations, has asked them to exercise
“calm and restraint,” according to MSNBC and Reuters.
“We hope the oil negotiation between Sudan and South Sudan will make progress and [the two
countries] will find a solution that both of them and other sides involved can accept,” Weimin said.
The African Union has called for a cease of hostilities. The U.N. Security Council has presented
demands for South Sudan to withdraw and end all fighting and for Sudan to stop its aerial raids.
On Wednesday, AP reported, “An uneasy calm settled over the south.”

meredith sell

staff writer

For oil

South Sudan continues to push aggressively for control over oil production, which is the country’s primary economic source.

From upland to the Great
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“I think she picked
Taylor University is
Brianna wyatt
up
on why a place like
pursuing stronger ties
C ontributor
this is distinctive, that
in China. Dr. Charlie
Brainer, associate dean of interna- [Taylor] not only pays strong attention
tional programs and Asia initiatives, to the academic needs of students, but
said the goal is to provide more oppor- provides an environment where people
tunities for Taylor students to study in can grow in their faith,” Brainer said.
According to Brainer, a larger group
China and to bring Chinese students
of representatives will visit this fall
to Taylor.
“Taylor has a rich and varied slate to gain a better understanding of the
of study abroad options,” Brainer said. university.
The dynamic economic, academic
“We are looking to build up some of the
and political growth in China makes
China and Asia connections.”
Brainer emphasized the mutual it an ideal place for students to study,
benefits of the China Initiative. As Brainer said. Sherlock agrees that the
Chinese students have the opportu- culture exposure students experience
nity to study abroad, he believes Tay- allows them to broaden their worldlor students will benefit from the new view.
“There is a rise in Asia’s economic
perspectives, culture and faith these
and political prominence in the world,
students bring to the community.
Before coming to Taylor in Janu- but I think we have to look at the fact
ary, Brainer taught English in China that in some parts of Asia the church
through the English Language Insti- is developing quite rapidly,” Brainer
tute of China. Brainer is focusing on said.
Statistics on the number of Chrisusing his connections to build a partnership between Taylor and Chinese tians in the region are hard to find, but
official documents released by the Chiuniversity and church leaders.
Dr. Jeff Sherlock, a business pro- nese government in 2006 reported that
fessor at Taylor, leads the interterm the number of Christians increased
trip to China and regularly visits in by 50 percent in less than 10 years,
the summer. He and Brainer plan to according to Pew Research Center.
Though no official plans have been
combine their connections and explore
educational opportunities when they made, the department is proposing a
travel to China this summer. Accord- Chinese culture class for interterm
ing to Brainer and Sherlock, relation- 2013 and a spring or summer studyabroad trip to China. Ultimately,
ships are crucial to the process.
“Everything in China happens Brainer would like to send Taylor
through relationships,” Sherlock said. students to China to study business
and participate in TESOL internships.
“Here it’s much more transactional.”
In March, a Chinese visitor came
to Taylor for a preview of the campus.

Make a Global Impact!
Live, Serve, and Learn in Urban Slums
The M.A. in Transformational Urban Leadership at Azusa Pacific is an overseas
program that includes a semester spent in downtown Los Angeles followed by two
years living abroad at one of eight partnership sites in slum communities.
In this integrated approach to leadership development and social entrepreneurship,
students earn their master’s degree while living among the world’s 1.3 billion
urban poor. Graduates emerge equipped as catalysts for spiritual, social, and
economic change.
Liberia — Former leader Charles
Taylor was found guilty by international judges for allegedly aiding
rebels in Sierra Leone who killed
thousands during the 1991-2002 civil
war. Taylor, who was convicted on 11
counts including terror, murder and
rape, is the first former head of state
to be convicted by an international
court since World War II.

45 units • Two-year program • Accredited by WASC

Learn more about APU’s MATUL program.
Contact us today!
Phone: (805) 290-0441
Email: matul@apu.edu
Website: www.apu.edu/matul

13425

Libya — Faith-based, tribal and
ethnic political parties were banned
by authorities. The National Transitional Council has not clarified how
the legislation will impact the Muslim Brotherhood, the nation’s most
organized political party. Mohammed Sawan of the Brotherhood told
Reuters, “This kind of legislation is
only useful in countries where there
exists many religions, not in Libya
where most people are religious Muslims.”

Syria — An opposition group claims
hundreds have been killed since the
beginning of the U.N.’s peace plan
last week, with 462 verified identities since April 16. The Syrian government is blaming “armed terrorist
groups” for the cease-fire violations,
while activists claim the government
continues to attack civilian groups,
including a rocket attack that killed
more than 70 people.
Mexico — Several permits issued to
Wal-Mart are under investigation following allegations of bribery against
the retail giant. The investigation
became public several days after The
New York Times reported corruption
and bribery within the Mexican chapter, which were used to circumvent
construction laws and regulations.

life & times
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Grandma on a mission

Ga m e day
T- shir t

D esi g n

W i n n e r:

T
The dedication behind the bruises

W

on the day of the official race. Once all team members arrive, it’s helmets on
ith the dew on the grass glistening under the morning moon, the sound
Tim Riethmiller
and
rubber meets the road. They usually bike for 45 minutes to an hour then
of scraping metal and frantic cheers can be heard, drowning out the
C reative D irector
move to the Reade parking lot where the most rigorous part of practice takes
meadowlarks. On other university campuses, you would immediately
place: the bike exchange. As racers speed down the track, they will enter an
think something was awry, but fear not: Taylor’s campus is in perfect
order. Those screams, shouts and the noise of bodies hitting the concrete are the area called the “Dead Man Zone,” and the teammates whose turn is next will enter in right
beside them on foot and take hold of the handlebars. The current racers will then jump off
sounds of true dedication and persistence.
Each year, students and other spectators gather around a 20-foot strip of the back of the bike, freeing the seat for the teammates to take the reigns — all in a matter of
concrete (the starting line, hand-off line and finish line) to watch the thrills, seconds. In short: coast, grab, jump and go, then repeat. That is, if all goes according to plan.
Student Body President and racer Reid Hutchison finds Taylathon a personal and meanspills and celebrations unfold, but they don’t always understand what it
ingful event in his year. “This is my third year riding, and I’ve found great friendship in the
takes to race in Taylathon.
Taylathon is an annual bike race in the spring semester that requires guys on the team,” Hutchison said. “We don’t all hang out throughout the year, so practicing
stamina, willpower and the ability to overcome bodily limitations. Junior gives us a good opportunity to spend time with one another.”
The crashes and falls may be the only thing most people ever remember of this grueling
racer Annessa Mosier sees preparation for Taylathon not just as a challenge but as a time
race, but for the participants, it’s the preparation and trust in one another that make the
of bonding.
“Taylathon is really about bonding in unlikely ways with teammates and classmates from event worth it.
The race officials marked the the course off to an estimated 4/10ths of a mile. The women’s
across campus. I love the fact that I get to spend several hours a week jumping off a dilapidated
bike with girls from several different dorms and knowing if I fall they’ll run to my rescue and race will consist of 24 laps, and the men’s race is comprised of a painstaking 40 laps. However,
without determination, preparation and trust, completing even one lap would be difficult.
pick me back up,” Mosier said.
Despite their struggles, Hutchison affirmed Taylathon’s reward for the men on the team.
On a typical practice day, racers will wake up at approximately 5 a.m., throw on some warm
“Nothing bonds a group of guys better than competition and adversity,” Hutchison said.
clothes and head out to the race track — Taylor’s own sidewalks. Team members will then wait
for everyone to arrive, including the one bike and two helmets. By regulation, every team must “None of us enjoys waking up early in the morning to practice, and we all want to win. These
practice with at least two helmets; if they choose to ignore the rules they will be penalized are the things that unite us.”

First lady Janie
Photo by James R. Garringer

Taylathon:

donors and faculty are anticipated to attend this year’s dinner.
he Taylor community will host approximately 400 new members
Kathryn Kroeker
Among the honored guests this weekend are members of the Taythis weekend in honor of Grandparents Day and Heritage Weekstaff writer
lor Women’s Giving Circle, a group of committed Taylor supporters.
end. Spanning generations, these visitors have come together to
Seventy-five percent of their funds have been used to support 11
celebrate Taylor’s unique legacy. They include some of Taylor’s
biggest fans: scholarship donors and grandparents. But students don’t need student projects during the course of this year, Harter said, including the Taylor
a grandparent, a scholarship or even a spot on the Taylathon team to reserve a Honor’s Guild Conference and the Women in Leadership course. The remaining 25
space in the weekend festivities. A Taylor identity is the only ticket you need percent goes directly to the Taylor fund to provide financial assistance for students.
because these people are here to celebrate Taylor’s heritage — and that heritage Harter said Taylor will be honored by the presence of seven of these women for an
exclusive luncheon on Saturday. “It has been a successful group,” she said.
is you.
Members of the Bishop William Taylor Society and individual scholarship donors
“Celebrating the heritage of Taylor University missions” is this year’s theme,
according to Sherri Harter, Associate Vice President for Development. A roundtable are also attending this weekend. These visitors, along with the Women’s Giving
panel discussion Friday afternoon will focus on this theme and its accompanying Circle, are the force behind Taylor’s success. They provide crucial scholarships
question: “What is the ‘it’ here at Taylor that makes missions so strong, not only and endowments to each new generation of students — “gifts,” Harter said, “that
through our heritage, but in what we’re anticipating for the future?” In other words, keep on giving.”
Binion affirmed this idea, herself a scholarship recipient.
what makes Taylor a special place for cultivating missions?
“I think, as students, a lot of times we’re unaware of the fact that our Taylor
Senior Stephanie Binion, an English literature major at Taylor, speaks as a
participant in this legacy. Originally a missionary kid from South Africa, Binion’s experience is due to the prayers of these people,” Binion said. “It’s really through
passion for missions deepened during her Taylor experience, particularly in the the gifts of alumni that Taylor is able to keep going.”
This weekend also gives students a chance to give back to another important
classroom.
“One reason why I wanted to come to Taylor was because it had an emphasis group: grandparents.
Weather permitting, visiting grandparents will be seen motoring around campus
on international and global issues,” Binion said. She plans to return to South
Africa after graduation as the Short Term Missions Coordinator for iThemba, a throughout the afternoon on golf cart trams, an innovation devised by Amanda
community outreach ministry. Binion will share her story of transition from the Schaffer Wilson, Director of Parent and Family Relations. Grandparents are given
the opportunity to share the Taylor legacy for a day, permeating classrooms and
mission field to Taylor during the President’s Dinner on Saturday.
The President’s Dinner is an illustrious tradition spanning several decades, filling the stands at athletic events. Grandparents Day programming focuses on
according to Harter. The dinner has two purposes: to express appreciation for providing a taste of Taylor through interaction with students as they create today
scholarship donors and to bring them into contact with the students they support. the heritage that will be celebrated tomorrow.
“[I] encourage students to let their grandparents walk alongside them,” Wilson
“It’s mainly for the students to be able to become familiar with individuals who
have invested in their education and then for the donors to see what a great invest- said. “Just to be invited into their grandchild’s life is so special to them. The
ment they’ve made,” Harter said. Approximately 700 guests including students, grandparents love it!”

Eloquent, humble and poised
— all are words that describe
S taff W riter
Taylor University’s former
first lady, Janie Kesler. The same woman who served
alongside her husband in Youth for Christ ministries
and in the presidency at Taylor was the same person
who “lived [her] childhood on a bicycle,” requested a
basketball hoop for one of her childhood birthdays
and played the trumpet in her high school band.
As Janie discussed the early influences on her life,
it became very evident that family, faith and Youth
For Christ have always been integral parts.
“I was involved in youth group and then as I got
older in campus life and Youth for Christ, those
things were very important to me, and shaped my
life. I look back on that as being very pivotal in my
Christian faith,” Janie said.
Janie and husband, Dr. Jay Kesler, were involved
in Youth for Christ (YFC) for almost 25 years, serving in almost every position. Dr. Kesler served as
YFC president for 13 years prior to coming back to
Taylor. Janie described the return to Upland as a
privilege.
“Probably one of my biggest surprises was coming
back to Taylor,” Janie said. “That was never on our
radar screen.”
The invitation to return to TU was an honor as it
was such an important place in Janie and Jay’s lives.
“We get to come back, and perhaps be of influence
and help to others as they have been to us in the
past. We could never have orchestrated that exactly.
I think I see God’s hand in that very definitely,”
Janie said.
Through the years of the Keslers’ ministry, Janie
stayed at home with their children while Jay was
gone for long periods of time with YFC.
“Grandma approached her job as his wife, much
like someone on the mission field,” said Janie’s
granddaughter, junior Katelyn Collins.
Janie’s role at home became an equally important
part of their ministry. She thoughtfully commented
how her “duty” was to be at home, while Jay’s was
to be on the road.
Janie also said, however, that her and Jay’s ministry was unified.
“He always made me feel like he couldn’t do it without me. I always wondered whether that was true or
not, but he convinced me that I was an important
part of his life, so I accepted that,” she said.
Janie has always felt like a partner in ministry to
Jay, even though she wasn’t always with him. She
believed both their callings became intertwined into
one vision. The current first lady of Taylor University, Marylou Habecker, noted the vital role that
Janie provided to Jay during their years of ministry.
“She is elegant and a powerful supporter and
encourager to her husband,” Marylou said.
Marylou also paid tribute to Janie’s humble and
gentle character, noting Janie’s appreciativeness of
everything people do for her.
“I have never known anyone that sends handwritten thank-you notes as fast as Janie,” Marylou said.
Janie is a person of genuine faith and character,
displayed by the way she supports her husband and
cares for her family, and most importantly by her
devotion to Christ. She is willing to sacrifice and
serve those around her.
“Grandma is beautiful; beautiful on the outside,
but even more so her inner spirit of gentleness and
quietness,” Collins said. “Not that she’s not spunky
and hilarious and fun. She rollerblades and paints
and is creative and loving. She also has a gentle and
quiet personality and demeanor and it comes really
from her love of God.”

Micah York

Cutting Clutter
for a Cause

Jordan Miller

C ontributor

It’s that time of year again. The sun is shining, and the birds are
chirping, reminding us spring has arrived. But there is one thing
about spring we tend to stow in the closet: spring cleaning. Many
of us are familiar with the seasonal rituals of spring cleaning, but
where does it all go? Some things are sold for cash, some are thrown
away, and some are donated.
The upcoming all-campus rummage sale is an effort to help
students shop on a college budget and donate their unwanted items
toward a good cause. The people behind the event are members of
ACT:S, a cabinet of Taylor World Outreach and an activism network
for World Vision, a global non-profit organization committed to
addressing basic human needs. ACT:S promotes action on-campus
and in the surrounding community for the social justice issues of
AIDS, malaria, human trafficking and hunger. The group plans to
use the proceeds from the rummage sale to buy mosquito bed nets
in an effort to prevent malaria.
To help run the rummage sale, the Honors Guild has partnered
with ACT:S. Every year the honors program participates in a student service project. This year it thought its annual theme, “restoration of the other,” fit well with the cause.
“We felt this was appropriate, both through its outreach to the
Upland and Taylor communities in sales and donations, as well as
the World Vision organization that the proceeds are going to,” said
senior honors co-director Holly Murphy. “We’ve helped as a cabinet
in organizing the shifts for the day, as well as encouraging honors
students to sign up for the shifts, set-up and clean-up.”
The whole idea of the rummage sale began when senior Jenna
Stupar, a member of ACT:S, found herself with a cluttered dorm
room year after year.
“I lived in Olson for three years, and every year at the end there
was this uniform panic among the girls in the hall about ‘how in
the world did I get so much stuff into this dorm room?’ and ‘how in
the world am I going to get it all out?’” Stupar said. “My roommates
and I used to joke about how there should be an end of the year
rummage sale for Olson, and this year we needed a fundraiser for
malaria, and so I thought, ‘Let’s go for it!’”
Senior ACT:S Co-Director Emily Engel helped organize events
throughout the school year, including an Opening ACT:S benefit
concert to raise money for AIDS treatment and Thursday’s Skip-aMeal for Kids Against Hunger. Engel feels the upcoming rummage
sale will be beneficial to all who participate.
“We really wanted to try an event that didn’t have a lot of set-up
costs so that 100 percent of the profits could go directly to buying
bed nets for children in malaria-infected areas,” Engel said. “A rummage sale seemed like the perfect event, since the whole campus
and the surrounding community could get involved by donating
items and then coming to the sale.”
Because of the impending rain, the sale will take place in the
lobby of Odle Gymnasium from 10 a.m. to 4 p.m. Expect anything
including lamps, DVDs, photo albums (without photos, of course),
shoes, clothes from J.Crew, North Face jackets, jewelry and even
baked goods — all at a cheap price. The sale is open to the campus
and the community.

Winner with 33 percent of the vote

CARDboard community:

Recycled
Emily Luttrull
L ife & T imes C o - E ditor

Another change was this year’s alterations to
This week was packed full of speakers, panels
and events. The Rupp Lobby was temporarily Skip-a-Meal. GO partnered with ACT:S cabinet,
turned into a fair-trade marketplace. More unob- Taylor’s chapter of a World Vision student-run
servant students might have missed it because movement. Together they channeled Skip-a-Meal
cardboard teepees were missing outside Reade, into a way to fight world hunger by partnering
but this past week marked Social Justice Week. with Kids Against Hunger, an organization that
Social Justice Week events were designed to sends packaged meals to impoverished children
inspire compassion and action in Taylor stu- across the globe.
“Our goal this year is to package 20,000 meals
dents. Global Outreach (GO) organized the week
under the theme ‘Ubuntu’ — an African word to send all over the world,” said senior ACT:S
describing restoration and cooperation in rela- Co-Director Carly Keith. “It’s pretty exciting.”
Given the emphasis on social justice, the parttionships.
“We were seeking a word or phrase that really nership between the cabinets came naturally.
“We focus on a lot of the same issues,” Keith
encompassed the spirit of everything we were
doing,” said senior GO Co-Director Jeff Rozelle. said. “It’s a good way to get cabinets to work
“‘Ubuntu’ was the perfect fit. The term comes out together. And we had the connection with the
of a region that has experienced unthinkable food packing organization, so it just fit.”
This year students were encouraged to take
injustices and yet expresses a beautiful vision
action in fighting hunger rather than use Skipof how the world is.”
A person with ‘Ubuntu’ is said to be affirming a-Meal as a way to raise awareness of the issue.
While the changes Social Justice Week impleof others and recognizes that humanity suffers
when some are oppressed, tortured or degraded. mented were substantial, they were very purSocial Justice Week events included a photog- poseful. GO’s main priority was to improve on
raphy exhibition of ‘bar girls’ in Thailand, movie what already existed to promote discussion on
showings and various speakers including Taylor world issues.
“They’ve really taken ownership of this and put
faculty and alumni.
“We were extremely blessed to have all of them,” time into making improvements,” Engel said.
Keith agreed.
Rozelle said. “We’re excited to be able to promote
“We’re big fans of change,” Keith said, no
discussion about things that are current and
relevant to students, such as human trafficking, stranger to change.
In previous years, ACT:S was known as Acting
Syria, immigration, poverty and hunger, while
also looking back on [a] previous crisis such as on Aids. The transition happened this year in
order to put focus on more issues.
Rwanda and seeing how it stands today.”
GO hopes “in the long run, [the name change]
One noticeable element missing from this
year’s lineup was the Cardboard Community. will be successful,” Keith said. “Looking for ways
For the past six years, students built shelters to improve is to be admired.”
out of cardboard, tape and
Cardboard Community 2011
plastic tarps and lived in
them (hypothetically) for
the duration of Social Justice Week. While the practice was popular, it drew
a lot of criticism. Critics
claimed students involved
in the Cardboard Community did so in solidarity
with the homeless and that
it provided no real help or
solution. Rozelle said this
was never the objective.
“It was never intended
to help people experience
homelessness,” Rozelle
said. “Rather, it was a type
of fast. That is, giving up
sleeping inside for a few
nights to reflect on those
who are less fortunate.”
This miscommunication
of the Cardboard Community’s purpose is the reason
for the event’s hiatus.
“We felt that taking a
break from it for a year or
two would help to refocus
students on what the cardboard community is actually about when it comes
back,” Rozelle said. This
also gave GO the opportunity to bring new events
to Social Justice Week.
One such experience was
the Poverty Simulation,
presented by the Purdue
University Cooperative
Extension Service. It
taught participants about “We felt that taking a break from [the Cardboard Community] for a
life in poverty and was
year or two would help to refocus students on what the cardboard
hosted by people who have
community is actually about when it comes back.”
experienced it.

Life &
Times
love words

maelstrom:
a large, powerful whirlpool; a
violent, disordered, or turbulent
state of affairs
-from Dictionary.com

Social
Media
gon e

Tay l o r

Status update from
taylor network
If a kid in a third world country buys
a pair of Toms, does an American
hipster get a free pair?
-Retweet by @jr_briggs
#FollowFriday: Check out @
StufNoTaylorKidsSay for maximum
LOLs

Fact
of the

Week

Did you know?
Scientists now believe blue eyes
are a result of an ancient genetic
mutation.
Allegedly, all humans originally
had brown eyes and blue eyes
didn’t come around until 6,000
-10,000 years ago. Professor Hans
Eiberg from the University of Copenhagen is studying the change
and hypothesizes that it originated
in either the east or northwest part
of the Black Sea region. The mutation affected a gene called OCA2,
which is involved in the production
of melanin, the pigment that colors
hair, eyes and skin. The mutation
limits the OCA gene, diluting what
should be brown eyes to baby
blues.
-from telegraph.co.uk
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INSTA-CHANGES for facebook
Rachel Vachon

@Facebook— Is on the move again and about to go public!

Facebook is currently in the middle of major changes. From altering its privacy
policies to buying Instagram and preparing its initial public offering (IPO) on
Wall Street, these changes will affect how the company is run, as well as its users.
Among the biggest changes, Facebook recently bought photo-sharing company Instagram for $1
billion. This surprising move caught people’s attention and raised eyebrows. Facebook is assuring
users it will keep Instagram as a separate and individual service meant to improve the experience.
An article by The Huffington Post explaining why Facebook bought Instagram shared a quote
from Facebook’s 163-page prospectus. It stated the intent is “to maintain Instagram’s products as
independent mobile applications to enhance our photos product offerings and to enable users to
increase their levels of mobile engagement and photo sharing.”
Facebook is also planning on taking the networking website public by selling shares on the stock
market. This will further establish its presence in the business world and give it more power and profit.
“The company, which makes the bulk of its money from advertising and the sale of virtual goods,
recorded revenue of $3.7 billion in 2011, an 88 percent increase from 2010,” The New York Times
said. “It is still a fraction of the size of its rival, Google, which recorded revenue of $37.9 billion in
2011, but many analysts think Facebook’s fortunes will rapidly multiply as advertisers direct more
capital to the Web’s social hive.”
A & E E dit o r

With all of these changes, more people are squirming at Facebook’s latest moves. Questions have
been raised about its motives. Between the personal information it collects of and the amount of
money it have made, fewer people trust Facebook.
According to CNN, “a new poll, conducted before the Instagram news, found that 28 percent of
Americans have an unfavorable view of Facebook — twice as many as disapprove of Apple and nearly
three times as many as Google.”
Privacy is one of the biggest issues social media consumers are uncomfortable with, and Facebook
is addressing it in its IPO quest. It is clarifying and updating its current privacy policies to give the
user more control and satisfaction. The New York Times stated that privacy issues are “Facebook’s
biggest stumbling block.” Facebook walks the line between turning information into money and
protecting users’ information.
“In the United States, Facebook faces government audits for the next 20 years about how it collects
and shares data, along with an assortment of lawsuits that accuse the company of tracking users
across the Web,” The New York Times said.
With so many alterations to Facebook, there is no denying it — Facebook has become a force to
be reckoned with. Time will determine to what extent these changes will affect users, but they will
undoubtedly leave their mark on society for better or worse.

@Facebook— Watch out! Major changes headed your way.

CLARK: A living Legacy
David adams

Dick Clark, the producer and entertainer
known as “the world’s oldest teenager,” died
c o py edit o r
April 18, 2012, following a heart attack,
Clark’s agent told ABC News. Doctors speculated in a CNN Health
report Tuesday that an April 17 surgical procedure may have
contributed to his death.
Richard Wagstaff Clark was considered a pioneer in popularizing rock ‘n’ roll in its infancy, particularly through “American
Bandstand,” an ABC show he hosted beginning in 1957. The show
featured teens dancing to up-and-coming artists like Madonna,
Prince and the Jackson 5, according to CBS News. Clark’s trademark phrase was, “It’s got a good beat, and you can dance to it.”
Clark is credited with helping rock ‘n’ roll “escape the common
perception that it was just a passing fancy,” James Sullivan wrote
in Rolling Stone.
“Someone had to be the facilitator — the adult — in rock & roll’s
rambunctious early years,” Sullivan continued.
Clark’s time on “Bandstand” also featured black artists who had
been overlooked by the industry at the time, according to ABC.
“Dick Clark bridged a color gap at a time when there should not
have been one . . . ,” singer Stevie Wonder said. “He gave music
freedom.”

“Bandstand” aired for more than 30 years, CBS stated, during
which time Clark created “Rockin’ New Year’s Eve,” the face by
which many of today’s audiences know him.
Clark created the countdown broadcast with ABC in 1972 and
hosted it for more than three decades. A stroke in 2004 prevented
him from appearing on the show that year, but he returned for the

“‘Everybody should be so lucky to have their
dreams come true. I’ve been truly blessed.’”
2005 broadcast despite his speech impediment left by the stroke.
“I had to teach myself how to walk and talk again,” Clark told
audiences that year, according to ABC. “It’s been a long, hard
fight.”
Ryan Seacrest joined Clark as host for the 2006 and subsequent countdowns, but even Clark’s continuing health difficulties
could not dampen the celebration. The 2011 broadcast of the
40th anniversary of “Rockin’ New Year’s Eve” was viewed by 22.6

million people across the U.S., a 10-year high, according to The
Hollywood Reporter.
Clark was also known for Dick Clark Productions, which he
founded in 1963, ABC noted. Known for shows like “Pyramid,”
the company has created 7,500 hours of television programming and 20 movies, according to estimates by the Museum of
Broadcast Communications.
Clark’s vast body of work garnered him Emmys, Grammys,
induction into the Rock and Roll Hall of Fame and a star on the
Hollywood Walk of Fame. Clark reflected on his life at the 2006
Emmy Awards.
“I have accomplished my childhood dream, to be in show business,” Clark said. “Everybody should be so lucky to have their
dreams come true. I’ve been truly blessed.”
Since his death, Clark has been widely praised by the entertainment industry.
“He was smart, charming, funny and always a true gentleman,”
Seacrest said in a statement to ABC. “He was a remarkable host
and businessman and left a rich legacy to television audiences
around the world. We will all miss him.”
Clark, twice divorced, is survived by his wife, Kari Wigton, a
son by his first wife and a son and daughter by his second.

TIME FOR SOME JAZZ

This concert, “Celebrate Spring,” will be
dedicated to the memory of Josh Larkin,
who was a member of the Jazz Ensemble for
the past three years. Student soloists include senior Michael Kasinger on tenor saxophone, sophomore
Caleb Smith on alto saxophone, freshman Joel Helms on trombone and senior James Carroll on piano.
Percussionists junior Stephen Gilliland and sophomore Chris Girgis will be featured on several Latin
selections. Jeff Anderson, director of the Jazz Combo and lead trumpet player with the Indianapolis
Jazz Orchestra, will also perform several solos during the evening concert. The concert will be held
in Butz-Carruth Recital Hall in Smith-Hermanson Music Center on Tuesday, May 1, 2012, at 7:30
p.m. Admission is free.

IN DEFENSE OF..
internet explorer
Justin Chisham
C o ntribut o r

In advance, I apologize to the computer science department.
You see, I don’t know programming well enough to interpret my
initial research. Here’s an example of unintelligible gibberish
I encountered in the comments section of a blog, Ars Technica:
“This page has 67 HTML validation errors. Its CSS has 7
errors and a number of warnings about things which will
affect accessibility . . . . If you can’t get these things right, how
can you hope to comply with standards elsewhere?”
I responded with the eloquent phrase, “Huzzuhwha now?”
So yes, I’m terrible at programming language. My forte lies
in snarky quips and fancy wordplay — meaning I’ll never
have a job, while you computer people laugh atop your piles
of money like Scrooge McDuck.
But now, I’m going to say something that will knock your
monocles off. I did all my research this week using Internet
Explorer and encountered no problems or frustrations.
Let me guess your response: “Huzzuhwha?”
It’s true, I upgraded to IE9 and have yet to encounter a
problem (I still prefer Chrome, so don’t sharpen your pitchforks just yet). Online searches agreed with my assessment,
showing that some geeks no longer mind IE as a browser
choice.
Howtogeek.com complimented IE9, saying, “It’s got a shiny
new interface that looks a lot like Google Chrome, blazing fast
hardware acceleration, and supports HTML5 surprisingly
well — in fact, it’s so much better that 34% of our readers
said they will switch to IE9.”
However, that shining statement only comes after a detailed
listing of why geeks hate Internet Explorer.
“Supporting IE is like a fork in the eye for Web devs . . . .
[Y]ou open up IE and your page looks like somebody put
it into a blender and hit the whip button. Then you spend
double that amount of time trying to fix it . . . . Geeks don’t
hate something that’s inferior — but they do hate it when
it’s forced on them.”
In many ways, I understand this sentiment. However,
Microsoft has recently reworked IE into something tolerable.
Does Internet Explorer only receive scorn because it is associated with Microsoft? Is that a good enough reason to equate
it with the stench of sauerkraut?
The sauerkraut reference is for my grandmother, who will
likely be confounded by the rest of this entry.
During my research, I found website URLs ranging from
“ihateinternetexplorer.com” to “wehateie.co.uk” to the vowelplagued “www.ihateie.com.” Revulsion comes from all directions, getting worse as the website quality diminishes (read
carefully if you look up that last one). Eventually, the venting
gets petty and crude.
Honestly, I think browser choice is a poor reason to judge
people. Microsoft and IE may have a sordid history, but that
is no reason to post statements like “ummm, I hate IE cause
i got a brain!” on some terrible venting website. Let’s grow
up a little bit.
Also, let’s learn the English language. I think every quote
I used contained at least one error. And now you’re going to
look for them, aren’t you? So predictable . . . .

opinions
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Breaking the silence
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aylor is a community that has been shaken to its core. It has been broken but not a place where I could open up and talk about what I was dealing with. When I started, it felt
destroyed. It is a community that continues to mourn the loss of junior media com- like there were more questions than answers about how to handle things. Through counseling,
those answers gradually became clear by talking about and facing the issues that I needed
munication major Josh Larkin.
While the campus continues to process this heartbreaking tragedy, each individual wrestles to deal with.
This latter statement brings up an important point. Sometimes it is easy to shut down and
with grief in his or her own way. Grief manifests itself in a variety of ways that are as unique
not talk about matters that cause problems. Avoiding these subjects causes isolation and more
as the person dealing with it.
recurring problems. Discussing them brings a power that can lead to resolution, something
This is where counseling becomes beneficial.
Counseling is a way to process, talk through one’s emotions and ask hard questions in a safe counseling allows the opportunity for.
Although counseling is helpful for many of the above reasons and a variety of conditions,
and private atmosphere. Counseling is one of the places where the emotional wounds begin
to heal. It is neither bad nor shameful, and it can be what it takes to work through difficult it is especially helpful when dealing with grief. Processing one’s emotions can be challenging
enough as it is, but factor in loss and grief of any kind, and matters quickly become messier.
issues and find the proverbial light at the end of the tunnel.
According to The New York Times, there are five stages of grief,
Counselors offer wisdom, advice and even medical help if needed. They
even though everyone might not experience each one. These include
are a listening ear and earnestly seek to help those who are struggling.
Counselors lend a hand to help their patients get out of the hole they
Processing one’s emotions can be denial, anger, bargaining, depressed mood and acceptance.
“Everyone feels grief in their own way,” stated The New York Times.
feel they can’t get out of on their own.
challenging enough as it is, but “However,
there are certain stages to the process of mourning. It starts
Too many times, though, counseling is viewed with a stigma that
with recognizing a loss and continues until a person eventually accepts
casts shame on the person who is seeking help. Society puts too much
factor in loss and grief of any
that loss.”
emphasis on keeping up appearances and staying strong. Seeking counAs a campus that has experienced the sting of death
sel is the antithesis of this perspective, and therefore dissuades people kind, and matters quickly become
and
the
loss
of
a
vibrant,
passionate life, this is easfrom seeing a counselor or sharing with others.
messier.
ily seen. The acceptance part of
the equation comes in
An article by the American Counseling Association (ACA) stated,
time and is different for everyone. That is OK. It is
“Five factors have been described recently as avoidance factors in the
fine to seek the help
help-seeking process: social stigma, treatment fears, fear of emotion, anticipated utility and also OK not to have it together all the time, and it is
of a counselor as well.
risks and self-disclosure.”
I want to encourage others, especially those on
The ACA added that “less
than one third of individuals who experiing as an option.
ence psychological distress seek help from a mental health campus, to not overlook counselhelp. I also want
professional. In fact,
people tend to see counseling as a last It really is a great source of
resort, something to be considered only after their to encourage others to break
attempts to
handle things on their own or in the silence with their peers,
concert
with individuals close to them have with their counselors and
about the benefits of counfailed.”
Having sought counseling myself seling. If someone is in need
in the past for personal strug- of help, please do not hesigles, I learned firsthand how tate to do what it takes to
beneficial it is. I found it to be get it.
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During the course of World Religions Week, I had
st u dent cont r ib u to r three realizations. The first realization began
when I sat down at a multi-faith dialogue event.
Four women were on stage: two white, one Middle Eastern and one Asian.
Knowing what religions were represented, I assumed they were Christian,
Jewish, Muslim and Hindu, respectively. I was wrong; Sarah, one of the white
women on stage, was a Muslim.
That bothered me. I wondered how we could save her. What could we do for
her? But as I examined my reaction, I realized it to be, though appropriate,
bizarrely exclusive. Two other women on that stage needed Christ. Why did I
see them as opponents in the spiritual battle, rather than individuals worthy
of deep concern? Why did I care more for someone who is white like me? The
Middle Eastern and Indian women had a culture unlike mine, and that kept
back my compassion because they were still the “other.” They were not like
me; I saw their religion as part of them, like culture or ethnicity. Their choice
of Judaism or Hinduism was normal to me because that fit my label for them.
Sarah was different because she did not fit my presupposition of what ought
to be; she broke my system of “normal.”
Perhaps this blindness is why dialogue is just as pressing as Lighthouse
trips or outreach events. To know these people is to know the urgency of our
task. Not to know leads to complacency, comfortably couched in “normal.” I
don’t want to see someone ever again as just a cog in a foreign culture. My
limited perspective of “normal” isn’t an excuse to be blind.
This brought me to my second realization, which is that it cannot be enough
for me only to know the philosophies of other religious people. They are not
systems to be studied. They have friends, desires, dreams, habits and imperfections; they are people. It struck me that though I have read large parts of
the Quran and studied Islam, I have never even spoken to a Muslim. What
good has my learning done me? I haven’t learned how to share the gospel or
how I might approach friendship with a Muslim. I only know how much they
aren’t like me. I just know they are the “other.” Love requires more. Christ
requires more. A difference in ideology is not an excuse not to approach a
person in need of Christ.
But as I followed this line of thinking, I came upon my third realization,
which kept me from going further. This thought was a caution of where I could
not go for love. Two speakers mentioned Christians rebuilding mosques as
an act of love and evangelism. While I understood their right intentions, I
nevertheless could not believe such an act to be appropriate for Christians.
As followers of Christ, we will love others above ourselves, but we will also
never allow for any Lord except for him. Any faith not accepting that lordship
is idolatry, no matter how well meant. Furthermore, we understand idolatry
to be adultery. We can no more rightly build a temple, church or mosque to a
false hope than we can build a brothel.
It may seem harsh and odd to magnify so small an issue made in passing,
but it illustrates a larger point.
My final realization was that as much love as I owe to those in bondage,
that love cannot lead me to go too far and embrace what they cling to, nor
does it allow me to enable behavior that is rebellion against God. We want
the best for those we love, and the very best for all people is Jesus Christ.
Love is not buying wine for a drunk; it is even more false to enable a man in
his rebellion. And we must remember rebellion is the definition of sin. Love
is not an excuse for kindness to become compromise.
We must be willing to engage with others of different religion by showing
the love of God but not condoning what they do.
World Religions Week was an experience of introspection. It has called us
to examine ourselves even when we are uncomfortable and hopefully come
out as Christians with a greater passion for the lost.
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Let your voice be heard!
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Yes, we are feminists.
But before you start running in the opposite direction looking for a bottle
of feminazi repellent, please hear us out. We promise not to be too radical
or cry too much.
Actually, what we would like to do is set the record straight . . . or at the
very least, clarify what we mean when we say the other “F” word.
We know you have heard many different ideas about feminism and
probably connect the concept with terms like “bra-burners” and “manhaters.” But Merriam-Webster’s definition of feminism has nothing to do
with outrageous displays of emotion. Feminism defined is “the theory of
the political, social, and economic equality of the sexes.”
So here we go, ready to debunk the four most common misconceptions
about feminists. Are you ready? Good, because we can’t stall any longer.
1. Feminists hate men.
This one just makes us laugh. If we really hated men, we would have
a difficult time reconciling ourselves to the fact that at least 50 percent
of our friend groups are male. Typically, we get along with boys even better than we do girls. Not only that, but we both have “male friends,” and
we find conversations with males to be incredibly pleasant. We seek out
friendships with men, even in this gender-separate community. Therefore,
it is impossible to conclude logically that we are man-haters.
2. Feminists oppose marriage.
How could we possibly oppose something ordained by God? On the
contrary, we believe marriage is a great expression of God’s creativity
in women and men. What we don’t like to see is a form of marriage that
doesn’t allow the woman to function as equal to the man. We could debate
complementarianism and egalitarianism all afternoon, so instead we’ll
just say this: We won’t try to change who you are in marriage if you will
please do the same.
3. Feminists want to dominate.
If equality really is the goal of feminism (and, for us, it certainly is), this
is probably one of the biggest myths in existence. We certainly don’t want
a world that is dominated by men, so it logically follows we wouldn’t want
a world dominated by women. We appreciate the differences men and
women bring to our world, and we want those differences to be on display,
not one side concealing the other.
4. Feminists want to be masculine.
Feminine and masculine qualities are both important. If we went
against our natural tendencies to act masculine, we would be saying masculinity is better than femininity. Please explain how it makes sense that
a theory called feminism is supposed to imply masculinity? The answer
is that true feminism doesn’t. It’s as simple as that.
5. Feminists want to prove that they can.
Hmmm . . . maybe this isn’t so much myth as it is truth. But what, we
ask you, is so wrong about both women and men breaking into unexplored
career fields? Would it change the world for the better or worse? We are
sure answers to both sides of the question exist, but the point is, if the
motivation is admirable, then ambition can be a good thing, regardless
of one’s gender.
Gender aside, we are all unique, giving us different dreams and inspirations. We want to be seen as people, not just women. So to the person who
said to one of us this week in the DC, “Excuse me, female,” (yes, he was a
male): This is why we’re feminists.
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skid stopped behind pair of complete games

Trojan sports

IN BRIEF

Bryce Marsee

Before splitting a pair
of games with Huntington yesterday, the
baseball team swept Marian by scores of 5-1
and 3-1 on Tuesday. The wins snapped a fourgame conference losing streak for the Trojans,
their longest since 2008.
The Trojans got off to a slow start in Tuesday’s game one and were scoreless until the
fourth inning. After a ground-rule double by
senior Ian Nielsen, sophomore Jordan Coffey
singled through the left side to score Nielsen.
“I got a lucky bounce that went over the
shortstop’s head, and Ian was able to score,”
Coffey said.
Taylor was able to extend its lead to 2-0 in
the sixth inning when Coffey got his second
RBI of the game on a sacrifice fly that brought
in senior Rhett Goodmiller.
“I was fortunate to come up with guys on
base in scoring position,” Coffey said.
After giving up a run in the bottom of the
sixth, Taylor was able to add a few insurance
runs in the seventh. Senior Dominic Spadafora Sophomore Austin York makes a throw to first during yesterday’s 3-2 loss to Huntington. York was hitless in Tuesignited the big inning, hitting his first home day’s sweep of Marian but went 3-4 with three RBI and two runs score in yesterday’s 12-6 game-two victory.
run of the season to left field. Five batters later and advancing to third on a sacrifice bunt by our heels a little bit after losing four in a row,
with bases loaded, senior Ryne Otis singled to Otis, Goodmiller managed to score thanks to but Ryan [Baker] and Derek [Kinzer] really
a single by Nielsen. Two batters later, junior made it easy to play.”
left field, bringing in two more runs.
Goodmiller and Luna led the Trojans’
With a comfortable 5-1 lead, senior Ryan Taylor Luna tripled to center, scoring Nielsen
offense with two hits apiece. Right behind
Baker retired the Knights to end the game. and giving the Trojans a 2-0 lead.
That proved to be the difference as Taylor them, Otis, Nassar and Nielsen each had one.
Baker went the distance, pitching all seven
Yesterday Taylor beat Huntington 12-6 after
innings and picking up his sixth win of the went on to win the game 3-1 behind junior
losing the first game 3-2. The Trojans scored
season. He finished with five strikeouts while starting pitcher Derek Kinzer.
Kinzer cruised through the Marian lineup six runs in the top of the seventh to break a
giving up only three hits.
Nielsen, Otis and Coffey led the Trojans for seven innings and tossed the Trojans sec- 6-6 tie in game two and seal the victory.
Taylor is now 34-16 overall and 27-7 in conoffensively, each finishing with two hits apiece, ond complete game of the day, striking out five
ference. The Trojans lead Saint Francis by one
with Otis and Coffey adding two RBIs to their and giving up only two hits.
“Using the bullpen as much as we had to last game in the MCC standings and can clinch
season totals as well.
In game two, the Trojans got off to another week, we got two great starts when we really thier third-straight regular season onference
drowsy start offensively, but in the fourth needed them,” Head Coach Kyle Gould said. championship with two wins at home over
inning they again found themselves breaking “Both guys really pounded the strike zone the Huntington tommorrow. First pitch is schedinto the scoring column first. After doubling whole day with good stuff. We were back on uled for 1 p.m.
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track wins twelve times at manchester
The track and field
teams enjoyed strong
sports write R
showings last weekend
at the Manchester College Spartan Classic
in North Manchester, Ind., recording 12 firstplace finishes in the team’s final tune-up before
MCC Championships.
“We were really relaxed and had over 30 athletes’ record personal bests,” Head Coach Ted
Bowers said. “I was really pleased with what
the team accomplished.”
On the men’s side, junior Matthew Thompson won the 100 meter dash with a time of
11.34, while junior Kevin McGregor placed
first in the 110 hurdles with a time of 15.63.
Freshman Gage Minniear took first in the 400
hurdles with a time of 58.52, and the 4x100
meter relay team of Thompson, McGregor,
junior Robert Dickey and sophomore Luke
Currens raced to victory with a time of 43.06.
In the field events, Dickey soared 6.89
meters to win the long jump, while senior
Randy Magnuson’s 13.60 meter jump snared
the triple jump title.
“We have been preparing for this point in the
season all year,” Magnuson said. “It’s really
nice to see that kind of preparation taking
effect not only in my performances but performances all across the board on the team.”
The Trojans also claimed several secondplace finishes, including Magnuson in the long

nick van heest

jump, freshman Ethan Evans in the 5,000,
Currens in the 100, senior Isaac Bryan in the
800, freshman Kenny Higgins in the shotput
and senior Sam Stufflebam in the hammer
throw.
“Last week I took more throws than I had
ever taken before,” Stufflebam said. “Coach
Bowers has been very instrumental in correcting my technique.”
On the women’s side, freshman Jenna Norris
won the 1,500 meter run in 4:57.74, and senior
Stephanie Kenney placed first in the 200 meter
dash with a time of 25.01. Junior Emily Perschbacher won the 100 hurdles with a time of
16.55, and senior Amy Malinowski’s time of
1:08.10 was good enough for a first-place finish
in the 400 hurdles.
“Last weekend at IWU I ran my season’s best,
so I was excited to challenge my potential at
Manchester,” Perschbacher said. “I’ve learned
the power of running with joy and confidence.”
Sophomore Erin Price, junior Henrietta
Carey, Kenney and senior LaJoya Smith won
the 4x100 meter relay in 49.68, while Price,
Carey, Smith and senior Cassie Vaflor won the
4x400 relay in 4:06.39.
Kenney finished second in her first-ever
triple jump with a mark of 10.44 meters, and
junior Ali Swart placed in the top three of
three different field events, finishing third in
the shotput and javelin throw, while adding a

second-place finish in the discus throw.
This weekend the Trojans will host the 2012
Mid-Central College Conference Track and
Field Championship, with 432 athletes from
nine MCC universities entered to compete.
Indiana Wesleyan and Bethel will be looking to defend their men’s and women’s titles,
respectively.
Several Taylor athletes discussed how they
were preparing for the upcoming conference
meet.
“This week we’re focusing more on quality
workouts and practices to perfect our individual events instead of strengthening,” Thompson said. “The plan is to go into our conference
meet rested and ready to win.”
“I am just trying to stay focused on doing
what I need to do,” Magnuson said. “Coach has
prepared us well physically all season, and
he is encouraging us to spend time getting
mentally prepared for this weekend.”
“This week is all about fine-tuning the little
details,” Perschbacher said. “Perfecting those
details could be what gives you that millisecond or centimeter advantage over someone
else.”
“Conference is what we prepare for all season,” Swart said. “Since fall conditioning, we’ve
been looking to this weekend.”
Preliminary action will start today at 2:30
p.m., with more events Saturday at 2 p.m.

Baseball
34-16 (27-7)

Softball
23-25 (5-13)

results
04/21 versus Marian L, 6-8,
L, 2-3
04/24 at Marian W, 5-1,
W, 3-1
04/26 at Huntington L, 2-3,
W, 12-6

results
04/25 at Spring Arbor L,
2-5, L, 3-4
04/26 at Bethel L, 0-9 (5),
L, 1-4

Schedule
04/28 versus Huntington
(DH) 1 p.m.
05/02 MCC Tournament,
TBA
05/03 MCC Tournament,
TBA

Schedule
04/28 at St. Mary-of-theWoods (DH) 1 p.m.
05/02 MCC Tournament,
TBA
05/03 MCC Tournament,
TBA
05/04 MCC Tournament,
TBA

review
The baseball team salvaged a doubleheader split
yesterday at Huntington
by scoring six runs in the
top of the seventh inning
to win game two 12-6.
Sophomore Austin York
went 3-4 with three RBIs
and two runs scored in the
win after the Trojans lost
game one 3-2. See article
for Tuesday’s recap.

review
The softball team lost 9-0
and 4-1 at Bethel Thursday
afternoon. The Trojans
didn’t manage a hit in
the five-inning game-one
loss to the Cougars, who
improved to 18-0 in conference with the wins. Senior
Laura Strode went 1-2 with
a run scored in game two.
See article for Wednesday’s recap.

Men’s
Track & Field

Women’s
Track & Field

results
04/21 at Manchester
Classic, No team score
recorded

results
04/21 at Manchester
Classic, No team score
recorded

Schedule
04/27-28 MCC Conference
Championships 11 a.m.

Schedule
04/27-28 MCC Conference
Championships 11 a.m.

review
Wins in six different events
highlighted the men’s
track team performance
at the Manchester Classic
on Saturday, in which no
team score was recorded.
Junior Matt Thompson won
the 100 meter dash, while
junior Kevin McGregor and
freshman Gage Minniear
won the 110 hurdles and
400 hurdles, respectively.
Junior Robert Dickey took
the long jump, senior
Randy Magnuson claimed
the triple jump and the
4x100 meter relay also won
first place for the Trojans.
See article for full recap.

review
While no team scores were
recorded, the women’s
track team claimed six
first-place titles Saturday
at the Manchester Classic.
Both the Trojans’ 4x100
meter and 4x400 meter
relay team took first, while
junior Emily Perschbacher
and senior Amy Malinowski
won the 100 and 400 meter
hurdles respectively. Freshman Jenna Norris claimed
first in the 1,500 meter run
while senior Stephanie
Kenney rounded out the
Trojan victories with a win
in the 200 meter dash. See
article for full recap.

Men’s Golf

Men’s Tennis
14-8 (7-1)
results
04/21 versus Albion W, 6-3
02/21 versus Indiana Wesleyan W, 5-4

results
04/26 at Indiana Tech
Invitational, 1st of 4
Schedule
04/30-05-01 at MCC Championship 8 a.m., 9 a.m.

Schedule
Season concluded

review
The golf team won the
stroke play portion of
yesterday’s Indiana Tech Invitational, beating Indiana
Tech by three strokes, but
fell to the Warriors in the
match play portion of the
event later on. Sophomore
Brandon Tereshko took first
overall in stroke play with
a ome-round score of 73.

review
The tennis team closed out
its spring season with wins
over Albion and Indiana
Wesleyan on Saturday in
the IWU Mark Richards
Tournament. Senior Andrew
Gnagy got the decisive victory in the 5-4 win over the
Wildcats, beating Daniel
Stoddard 3-6, 6-4, 6-3 in
his final collegiate match.

Before falling twice to conference-leading
Bethel yesterday, the softball team came just
contributor
short in two games against Spring Arbor on
Wednesday, losing the series opener 5-2 and the second game 4-3.
The games were originally scheduled for Tuesday afternoon at
Spring Arbor but were moved to Upland on Wednesday due to a
scheduling conflict with the umpires. Taylor was the away team
and batted first even though they were playing on their home field.
The Cougars struck first in the bottom of the third, scoring three
runs with the help of back-to-back solo home runs. Junior Sarah
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will fairfax

Junior Sarah Heath delivers a pitch during Wednesday’s 5-2 loss to Spring Arbor.
Heath went 3.1 innings while giving up one earned run and striking out three.

Heath replaced freshman Hannah Klebesadel on the mound after
the pair of blasts and finished the game, giving up two runs on two
hits and striking out three.
Sophomore Karon Earley got the Trojans started in the top of
the fourth when she drew a walk with two outs. Sophomore Caitlin
Vukorpa then doubled, advancing Earley to third. Junior Holly
Tomaszewski pinch ran for Vukorpa before freshman Sabrina Alaniz
hit a two-RBI double to bring the Trojans within one run.
The Cougars then scored runs in the bottom of the fifth and sixth
to seal a 5-2 victory. Seniors Laura Strode and Alyssa Brodbeck each
had two hits in the loss.
The Cougars got a quick 1-0 lead in game two off a solo home run.
Taylor responded in the top of the second when Heath singled and
freshman Bethany Bates drove her home. The Cougars responded
quickly with two more runs in the bottom of the second to give
them a 3-1 lead.
The Trojans managed another run in the top of the fourth when
Earley scored off of a Cougar error to pull Taylor within one. But
the Cougars answered with an insurance run in the bottom of the
fourth to give them a 4-2 lead.
Junior Emily Ogorek tried to will the Trojans back to victory with
a solo home run to start the top of the seventh that again drew
Taylor within one run. But Spring Arbor retired the next three
hitters to end the game.
“I think they got some key hits,” Head Coach Brad Bowser said.
“We left people in scoring position quite a bit, so I think that was
the difference in the run production. They got hits when they needed
to and we just didn’t.”
Heath led the Trojans with three hits in the second game, followed
by Strode and Bates, who each had two.
Taylor out-hit Spring Arbor 17 to 13 in the two-game set but also
had five errors overall compared to the Cougars’ one.
“I believe that we were the better team, we just need to show up
and play that way,” Heath said. “In close one- or two-run games like
these, one error or one key hit can make all the difference between
winning and losing. Our team just needs to get the confidence back
that we had at the start of the season so that we can make the plays
and get hits in those key situations.”
Despite the losses, the 2012 Taylor softball team is the winningest
in school history with a 23-23 record.
“Breaking the school win record is a really big deal for our team,”
Heath said. “The attitude that Taylor is a contender in the league
and in any game we play is going to stick with the program even
after this year’s team graduates and moves on.”
On Thursday, Taylor faced MCC-leading Bethel for the first time
and fell by scores of 9-0 and 4-1. Bethel is now 18-0 in conference
and received votes in the last NAIA Coaches’ Poll.
The Trojans end their regular season at St. Mary-of-the-Woods
Saturday with the two-game series starting at 1 p.m. Opening-round
action of the MCC Tournament will begin Wednesday at Indiana
Wesleyan. Time and opponents have yet to be announced.
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Spring Arbor bests trojans Twice in tight twin bill

Athlete of the week

Tyler Ramsland
Year:

Senior

hometown:

Charlotte, NC

nicknames:

T, Ty, T-Rams

Favorite dc food:

Double bacon
cheeseburger

Funniest
teammate:

Tucker Fahlen

Favorite golf club:

Driver

Favorite app:

“Draw Something”

Favorite
type of shot:

Flop shot

Best pump-up song:

Anything Taylor
Swift — we listen
to her before every
tournament

